Currently, (invisible) smart speech assistants, such as Siri, Alexa, and Cortana, are used by a constantly growing number of people. Moreover, Augmented Reality (AR) glasses are predicted to become widespread consumer devices in the future. Hence, smart assistants can easily become common applications of AR glasses, which allows for giving the assistant a visual representation as an embodied agent. While previous research on embodied agents found a user preference for a humanoid appearance, research on the uncanny valley suggests that simply designed humanoids can be favored over hyper-realistic humanoid characters. In a user study, we compared agents of simple versus more realistic appearance (seen through AR glasses) versus an invisible state-of-the-art speech assistants (see Figure 1 ). Our results indicate that a more realistic visualization is preferred as it provides additional communication cues, such as eye contact and gaze, which seem to be key features when talking to a Permission to make digital
INTRODUCTION
Intelligent Virtual Assistants are embedded in more and more smartphones, which so far, are relying on digital speech assistants, like Siri 1 or Cortana 2 . Moreover, ambient voice assistants in the form of smart speakers, such as Amazon Echo 3 and Google Home 4 , have been integrated into millions of homes.
Such assistants are predicted to become more and more widespread as according to Forrester Research, half of American households are expected to have an intelligent loudspeaker device by 2022 5 . Furthermore, Google claims to sell every second a Google Home device (31.5M devices per year) 6 .
At the same time, Augmented Reality (AR) [3] and Mixed Reality (MR) [19, 20] devices in the form of headsets and smart glasses, e.g. Microsoft Hololens 7 , Everysight Raptor 8 , Toshiba dynaEdge AR100 Viewer 9 , ThirdEye Gen X1 10 , Everysight Raptor 11 , or Metavision Meta 2 12 , become both available and affordable. Some of these devices are already equipped with an agent, such as the HoloLens with Cortana. However, HoloLens is an AR device while Cortana currently lacks any kind of visual representation. This paper is motivated by the belief that future AR glasses will, as soon as the computational power will allow for, not limit their smart assistants to be represented by voice only, but will also have a visual representation. As speech-based assistants are (in their auditory appearance) designed to be humanoid using human-like voices, future audio-visual assistants may also be designed as humanoids having a human voice as well as a human body.
Previous work has already shown that embodiment of virtual agents is beneficial [8, 11, 16, 39] . These embodied conversational agents are dialog systems that provide a visual representation of the agent in addition to the natural language interface. They have many of the same characteristics as humans in face-to-face conversations, including the ability to create and respond to verbal and non-verbal communication, such as representational gestures, gaze away and towards one other, and facial expressions [2, 9, 14, 15, 26, 35, 36] . The embodied conversational assistants not only imitate the human voice, but also the visual appearance of people and their behaviour in conversational situations. However, previous work found that a human visualisation of such agents is preferred [38] while earlier research on humanoid visualisation indicated that hyperrealism can cause issues known 3 https://www.amazon.de/s?k=echo&i=amazon-devices&ref=nb_sb_noss_ 2 4 https://store.google.com/us/product/google_home 5 https://www.forrester.com/report/Forrester+Data+Smart+Home+ Devices+Forecast+2017+To+2022+US/-/E-RES140374 6 https://www.blog.google/products/assistant/ how-google-home-and-google-assistant-helped-you-get-more-done-in-2017/ 7 https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/hololens 8 https://everysight.com/ 9 http://www.toshiba.eu/generic/dynaedge/ 10 https://www.thirdeyegen.com/x2-smart-glasses-4/ 11 https://everysight.com/ 12 https://www.metavision.com as Uncanny Valley [22] . Here, a realistic humanoid representation has been shown to possibly cause negative emotional reaction in many fields, such as robotics, animation characters, and digital avatars [5, 18, 29, 30, 34] .
Consequently, while the change from a pure voice assistant to an embodied assistant in AR appears to be logical, it remains unclear which degree of realism visually embodies humanoid agents should have.
Research at Uncanny Valley suggests that the degree of realism of the agent's appearance can influence its perception. No previous work has compared the continuum of (ultramodern) voice-controlled conversation agents in Mixed Reality with different degrees of realism of the agent's visualization. This paper aims to reduce this research gap by conducting a user study that compares three different degrees of realism in the visualization of embodied conversational agents.
Our research question is: How do different realism levels of visual representation influences the usability of embodied conversational agents on AR glasses?
Results of a user study indicate that a more realistic looking agent leads to significant higher pragmatic qalities than simplified or (state-of-the-art) invisible one, and that the more realistic looking human agent was perceived significantly more attractive than the simplified one. Our findings contribute to the domain of agents design, and we hope to encourage researchers and practitioners to provide intelligent conversational agents with a virtual body to enrich the communication with smart assistants.
RELATED WORK
While reviewing previous research, we focus on three categories: the visual representation of virtual agents, the negative effect of hyper-realistic humanoids called the Uncanny Valley, and research around the perception of embodied agents in AR.
Visual Representation of Virtual Agents
A large body of research investigated what visualization type, when designing a virtual agent, is desired by the user interacting with it and how such appearance can foster social interaction, trust, and the belief in the intelligence of the virtual counterpart [8, 11, 16, 25, 39] .
Parise et al. found that engagement and collaboration with anthropomorphic agents were significantly higher than with non-human like agents [25] . Furthermore, they found that human-like agents do not need to be photo-realistically represented to engage the user to collaborate with them. Yee et al. assimilated previous empirical studies which compare interfaces with visually embodied agents to interfaces without a visual representation of agents [39] . They found that human-like representations of higher realism produced more Papers Session 4: Input/Output TEI '20, February 9-12, 2020, Sydney, NSW, Australia positive social interactions than representations of lower realism, while behavioral measurements revealed no significant difference between low and high realism representations. Cowell and Stanney investigated design strategies aiming at fostering reliable and trustable dialogues with virtual agents [8] . They found that users generally prefer to interact with a youthful character that matches their ethnicity. McBreen and Jack evaluated human-like and humanoid cartoon-like agents in e-retail applications as conversational sales assistants [16] . Their results showed that the participants expected a high degree of realistic human-like verbal and non-verbal communication behavior from human-like agents. These expectations were reflected in a strong preference for agents who showed natural facial expressions, gestures, and emotions. Further results showed that participants had a preference for 3D instead of 2D cartoon-like agents and a preference to interact with fully embodied agents. Geven et al. explored a system equipped with the cognitive vision that is able to see the user, perform user reactions and react to situations that occur in the environment and interact with the user in the context of personal assistance to help in problemsolving in an office [11] . A traditional GUI, a cartoon-like embodied agent, and a realistic human-like embodied agent were compared in two tasks. The results showed no significant differences between trust and intelligence ratings but showed that a more personal, embodied representation increased social presence, especially in extroverted individuals.
Zibrek et al. investigated whether different rendering styles would directly influence the appeal [40] . They found that this affinity to virtual characters is a complex interaction between the look and personality of the character. Forlizzi et al. [10] investigated the relationship between the visual characteristics of embodied agents and the tasks they carry out. Their results show a clear correlation between agent task and agent appearance and show that people often prefer agents that correspond to the gender stereotypes associated with tasks.
Mousas et al. investigated the influence of appearance and movement of virtual characters on the emotional reactions [23] . They found that the appearance and movement of the virtual characters significantly influenced both dimensions of the emotional response system, valence and reactivity. Previous work has also investigated which gender representation of digital agents is preferred by users. While some works showed a preference to female embodied agents [10, 24, 41] , others have found no difference in preference [8, 14, 16] or a preference for male agents [17] . In summary, previous research on agent's appearance shows that users prefer a human visualization over no visualization and an abstract visualization, as well as 3D over 2D, rendered virtual bodies.
The Uncanny Valley
While learning from previous research that human visualizations are recommended for agents, prior research also indicates that hyperrealism in humanoid avatar, character, and robot design can cause eeriness, which is described as the Uncanny Valley [18, 29, 30, 34, 40] . Tinwell [34] explored the relationships between user satisfaction and perceived strangeness, as well as between user satisfaction and human appearance for virtual characters. McDonnell and Breidt studied the relationship between rendering style and perceived trust and provided guidelines for creating plausible virtual characters [18] . Thompson showed that hyper-realistic game characters easily fall into the Uncanny Valley and recommends to opt for a stylized rendering (such as cel-shading) to avoid the uncanny effect [33] . Schwind et al. investigated the negative effects of the Uncanny Valley on the facial characteristics of virtual human faces [29, 30] . They indicated that the most important factors to avoid negative feelings were smooth skin, natural skin color, and human proportions and faces whose characteristics differ from the human norm were perceived as negative.
In summary, prior work on the Uncanny Valley shows that a natural appearance is preferred for avatar and agents design, but the closer the character design gets to the reality as more likely tiny details can cause eeriness. While any visual cue that does not meet the expectations of human features we are used to can cause negative emotions, such as mistrust, a decrease of perceived attractiveness, and lack of sympathy, a common human-like character design leads to a higher degree of social interaction, social presence, and likability.
Agents in Mixed Reality
The works investigating effects on the visual appearance of agents and avatars, we discussed in the two prior sections were not implemented in Mixed Reality (MR). We assume that an agent or avatar that is perceived to be in the same room as the observer might cause different, maybe stronger, effects than an agent or avatar seen on a hand-held device. Hence, in this section, we focus on previous research that has focused on designing and developing agents for virtual and augmented reality.
Balcisoy et al. created one of the first examples of a virtual agent in AR that could play checkers with a person in the real world [4] . The agent had no conversational skills and was unable to respond to the voice and gesture commands of the real user. They found that the presence of the virtual agent in the same room as the real user creates a strong sense of presence. However, no user studies are mentioned that examined how the user felt about the agent. Wagner et al.
investigated virtual characters for AR applications in comparison to text, text and audio, 2D image, and 3D character (not registered in the real world) [37] . Their study shows that 3D virtual characters (AR and non-AR) are generally preferred over other representations. Miyake and Ito investigated a virtual conversational agent in AR controlled by voice and spoken commands [21] . They developed two AR agents that behave like avatars of objects that can be controlled through them. Their results showed that the existence of an agent increased the easiness to talk to the system. Moreover, they found that a system with an agent showed better response accuracy than a system without agents. Anabuki et al. developed Welbo, a virtual agent for MR [1] . Their research had a strong focus on the design and implementation of agents in MR. They found that spatial parameters of the virtual agent, including size and location, have a large impact on the perception of the agent. Wang et al. compared different forms of conversational agents for AR: voice-only, non-human, fullsize embodied, and a miniature embodied agent, by using a hidden object game with support of the agent [38] . They found that users preferred a miniaturized embodied agent due to the novelty of the size of the agents and the reduced uncanniness compared to the full size embodied agent.
Summary
While previous research on agents in Mixed Reality shows the benefit of using embodied conversational agents to interact with, only Wang et al. investigated different visualizations of agents when the user and the agent share the same space [38] . Wang et al., similar to Parise et al., found that a humanoid visualization is preferred over abstract visualizations of objects [25, 38] . However, while research on the Uncanny Valley suggests that the degree of realism of the agent's appearance can affect their perception, no prior work compared the continuum from (state-of-the-art) voiceonly conversational agents in Mixed Reality with different realism degrees of the agent's visualization. This paper aims at reducing that research gap by conducting a user study that compares the perception of agents with different realism degrees in AR.
EXPERIMENT
To better understand how the degree of realism of humanoid agents in AR is perceived, we compared in a controlled experiment three different level of realism of agents in AR. We aim at findings that scale across the task as well as across genders. As Forlizzi et al. suggested that the perception of the appearance of avatars depends on the task type [10] , and others found effects of gender on user's preference, we varied in our experiment both, task type and gender to explore the influence of the realism degrees we compared [24, 41] .
Design
Our study had a 3x3 within subjects design with the independent variables visualization (realistic human, simplified human, invisible), and task (message, call, weather). The dependent variables were attractiveness, and usability.
Measurements
Attractiveness was measured by the AttrakDiff questionnaire [12] . Aiming for an acceptable experiment duration, we needed a short version of the AttrakDiff questionnaire. Hence, we applied the AttrakDiff mini [13] and used as last five items the scales unprofessional/professional, conventional/inventive, isolation/connecting, pleasant/unpleasant, cumbersome, straight from its original version [12] to fit the conversational application.
Usability was recorded using the System Usability Scale (SUS) questionnaire [6] . To better understand the quantitative data, we collected additional qualitative feedback in a semi-structured interviews asking:
• What about the just tested visualization type increased the usability of the conversation?
• What about the just tested visualization type decreased the usability of the conversation?
Participants
The experiment was conducted with 18 participants (9 females, 9 males) aged between 23 and 64 years and an average age of 32 years (SD = 10.55). Eleven (4 female) of the participants in the experiment already had experience with AR and 13 (4 female) had used a voice assistant before.
Apparatus
The apparatus was implemented in Unity3D 13 presenting three visualization of intelligent conversational agents in AR shown at the Microsoft HoloLens version 1. The interaction was speech-based allowing the user to solve two training tasks as well as three tasks of the experiment. As fully functioning conversational agent, the IBM Watson Assistant 14 was used. Watson Assistant allows for pure conversation based on text and acts on the basis of the IBM-developed agent. In order to respond to and reproduce human speech, additional services needed to be integrated, such as listening and speaking through further services through Text to Speech 15 (TTS) and Speech to Text 16 (STT). The standard voices of the TTS service of IBM were chosen as system output, and the voice gender was chosen according to the gender-specific visualization of the agent.
To implement the services in Unity3D, the IBM Watson SDK for Unity 17 was used. The avatars were created with the help of Morph3D's 18 Morph Character System (MSC). The Unity Asset SALSA With RandomEyes 19 was integrated, which animated the lips and eyes of the virtual character. Since for one task, the current weather was queried, the seven-day forecast of the Weather Company Data Service 20 was implemented. Finally, Gaze, Input Manager, and Spatial Mapping were taken from the Mixed Reality Toolkit (MRTK) 21 to place and move the character in the environment.
Visual Appearance and Behavior
We used across each visualization the female and male voice of the IBM TTS. The conditions realistic human and simplified human of the independent variable visualization were based on the female and male character models of MCS Female 22 and MCS Male 23 , see Fig. 1 . The avatars used had a young appearance and same ethnicity as participants, which has been recommended by McBreen and Jack [16] . For the condition simplified human, textures and shapes of the avatar model were created rendering only a wire-frame of the humanoid agent.
For the realistic human, the eyes and lips were animated, and the eyes follow the position of the user. Lips were animated based on the audio signal of the agent's answers taking research in the field of audio-visual speech perception into account [28, 32] . To create a natural behavior expected in communication situations [7] , the realistic and the simplified human, constantly turned their head and body into the user's direction so that the agent always looks at them. The invisible agent reflected the current state-of-the-art of voice assistants. While Wang et al. [38] visualized a virtual box representing an Alexa speaker, the speaker in our AR setup was embedded into the Hololens. Hence, no visual representation was shown when interacting with the invisible agent.
Experimental Tasks
The apparatus had five tasks implemented, two training tasks, and three tasks that participants were asked to solve during the experiment. Training Task. To become familiar with the agent, the participant performed two training tasks before the experiment started. For the training tasks, we prepared two requests to the agent. To reduce erroneous input by vague pronunciations or slip of the tongue, the agent did not react to the completely spoken sentence but to the words marked in the descriptions of the tasks. During the first training task, the participant asked the agent "What time is it?". If the agent understood the request correctly, it told the actual time. For the second training task, the participants had to ask the agent "Can you tell me a joke?". If understood, the agent responded with "Seriously, you want me to tell you a joke?". In case the participant said "Yes", the agent told a joke. If a request was not understood, such as "I didn't understand you, can you try it again?" or "Oh, I have no clue what you are talking about, sorry. ".
Call Task. For the experimental task call, the participant had to say "Please, call name", and name was replaced by any self-chosen name. If the agent did not recognize the name, they asked "Who do you want to call?". Then, the participant could tell the name again or choose another one. If the agent recognized the name, the system replied with "Wait, I will call name for you" and replaced name with the mentioned one. Then, the agent simulated a call, and the visualization of the agent for realistic and simplified humanoid took a cell phone to make the call (see Figure 2 ). The participants could hear how the other person's phone rings and after three rings a busy earcon was played. Finally, the agent ended the call and returned "Maybe just busy". Then, the task was completed.
Message Task. During the SMS task, the participant had to say "Send a message to mom". The system processed the instructions and answered "What do you want to write to your mom?". The participant was free to chose any short message and tell it the system. The system again processed the message and responded with "Did I understood this correctly, your message was ... " -repeating the previously spoken message of the participant. The participants could confirm saying "yes" or decline with "no" to repeat the recording of the message. After confirmation, the realistic and simplified human typed a messages into a smart phone (see Figure 3 ). After that animation, a typical sound of sending a message was played. Finally, the agent said "OK, I sent it to your mom".
Weather Task. For the weather task, the participant could choose between three requests. They had the opportunity to ask "How is the weather on weekday / today / tomorrow?", "Is it sunny on weekday / today / tomorrow?", or "Is it rainy on weekday / today / tomorrow?". The phrases "on weekday", "today", or "tomorrow" could be selected by the participants themselves. The phrase "on weekday" had to be replaced by a freely chosen day of the week. The agent responded with a verbal explanation of the current local weather forecast, i.e. "The weather on Wednesday in [city] at [time] is sunny. The lowest temperature is minus six to minus four Celsius. The highest is zero to one Celsius. ". Additionally, for the realistic and simplified visualization, an info-graphics with name of city, weekday and date, a graphical representation of the weather, and also the minimum and maximum temperature was displayed (see Figure 4 ). The answering agent was animated and showed the spoken information of the weather forecast by a pointing at the info-graphics.
Procedure
After welcoming them, participants read the general instructions, signed a consent form, and filled in a demographic questionnaire. Here, we also collected information about their previous experience with speech and home assistants.
At the beginning of the experiment, the participants got an introduction about the HoloLens device. If there were no open questions, the participants equipped with the Hololens stood at a start position marked with a cross on the floor of the experimental room. This should ensure that all participants started at the same position and under same tracking conditions for each condition. Moreover, all participants were asked to look into the same direction. Then, the experimenter started the prototype via a Remote Desktop PC. Afterwards, the agent greeted the participant. Depending on the actual time, the agent said: "Hi there, it is a beautiful morning / afternoon / evening. How can I help you?", or "Good morning / afternoon / evening. How can I help you?".
To inform the participants about the task they should solve, a card with the exact wording of the command had been prepared for each task. Thus, nine cards were prepared for each participant plus a card for the training task, which always was solved first. The instruction cards for each task were handed to participants for each task. Participants were asked to read the text of the card aloud and clearly and to react on the prompts of the agent. While the agent spoke, participants were asked to be quiet. While participants read the commands, a text displayed what the agent had understood providing feedback about the system state.
To avoid sequence effects, the order of the conditions followed a Latin square design. Both appearances of the agent, the female and the male one, were shown in random order for each condition. Hence, in each condition a task was solved twice, once talking to a male and once to a female agent.
After finishing each condition, a pop-up window was displayed asking the participant to fill in the questionnaires (see Figure 5 ).
After participants completed one condition, participants removed the HoloLens in order to answer the semi-structured interview and fill in the individual questionnaires. After answering the questionnaires, the participant put on the HoloLens again and gets a new card with the next assigned task. The participant chooses with his eyes an "OK" button, which is confirmed by experimenter (see Figure 5 ). Then the pop-up disappears and the agent listens again. Now the process is repeated as described above for all other conditions of the experiment.
Each participant explored the agent nine times to fulfill all conditions of the study.
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RESULTS
We analyzed the quantitative and qualitative data with the aim of (1) identifying significant effects in our quantitative data and (2) gaining a deeper understanding of the quantitative results through analyzing the qualitative feedback.
Quantitative Analyses
Independent Kruskal-Wallis H tests were used to indicate significant effects on the ordinal data attractiveness and usability and post-hoc analysis with Mann-Whitney U tests were conducted with a Bonferroni correction applied, resulting in a significance level set at .017.
Attractiveness. The three sub-scales of the AttrakDiff-Mini questionnaire, which describe usability, are pragmatic qualities (PQ), hedonic quality (HQ), and attractiveness (ATT). All three scales have as minimum 1 and as maximum 7, while high values refer to high qualities.
Descriptive statistics led to following PQ sub-scores: invisible mean = 4.7833 (SD = 1.0211), simplified mean = 4.4537 (SD = 1.3210), and realistic mean = 5.5093 (SD = 1.1295), and for task: call mean = 4.9167 (SD = 1.3441), SMS mean While Kruskal-Wallis H test did not indicate a statistically significant difference in the HQ score ratings between the different visualizations (χ 2 = 2.2157, p = .3303), a Kruskal-Wallis H test showed a statistically significant difference for visualizations in the PQ score ratings (χ 2 = 13.2465, p = .0013) as well as in the ratings of the ATT score (χ 2 = 8.209, p = .0165).
Mann-Whitney U tests showed for the independent variable visualization that a realistic human caused in significantly higher PQ score than a simplified one (U = 54.0, z = −3.4201, p = .0006) and also than the invisible visualization (U = 79.5, z = −2.6122, p = .009), while no significant difference regarding their PQ score could be found between the simplified human and the invisible visualization (U = 127.500, z = −1.0936, p = .2741).
Mann-Whitney U tests also showed that a realistic human caused in a significantly higher ATT score than a simplified visualization (U = 75.5.0, z = −2.7396, p = .0062), while neither a significant difference could be found between the realistic and the invisible version (U = 99.0, z = −2.6122, p = .0461) nor between a simplified and invisible one (U = 135.0, z = −0.855, p = .3926).
Independent Kruskal-Wallis H tests did not indicate a statistically significant difference between the different tasks in any sub-scale (PQ: χ 2 = .01252, p = .9938, HQ: χ 2 = .7433, p = .6896, ATT: χ 2 = .807, p = .668).
Usability. Descriptive statistics led to following SUS scores for visualization: invisible mean = 76.574 (SD = 17.083), simplified mean = 71.944 (SD = 19.779), and realistic mean = 77.731 (SD = 17.343), and for task: call mean = 74.907 (SD = 17.81), SMS mean = 73.935 (SD = 20.215), and weather mean = 77.407 (SD = 16.447) (see Figure 7 ).
Kruskal-Wallis H tests did neither show any significant difference between the visualizations regarding their usability ratings (χ 2 = 1.610, p = .4471) nor between the three different tasks (χ 2 = .971, p = .6153).
Qualitative Analyses
The qualitative data collected during semi-structured interviews was analyzed through closed coding. The categories were structured according the significant results identified through quantitative analyses to find explanations for the identified effects.
What increased the pragmatic quality of our realistic human visualization? Participants named for their positive responses to the realistic human visualization the following pragmatic reasons: authentic and nice appearance, the desire to talk to a (simulated) human being, and the benefit of visual feedback through facial expressions, especially gaze.
• "Having a humanoid talking about human related topics like weather made it more reliable that they behaved and kind of looked like humans as well." (P1, task: weather),
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TEI '20, February 9-12, 2020, Sydney, NSW, Australia • "The nice appearance makes the conversation very pleasant. " (P16, task: weather) • "Very pleasant to have a human person in front of you" (P18, task: call) • "Interacting with a human made me feel more connected to the outside world in contrast to my previous experiences with VR headsets and AR applications which all shielded me from my surrounding " (P1, task: SMS) • "Existing visual focus, I knew who I am talking to and who gives me answers. " (P6, task: weather) Moreover, communication with the human agent created a sense of social interaction:
• "Ease of use increases mainly because it feels more like a social interaction, as it is not natural to speak with "the air". Especially the visualization of the call with the speech assistant let it seem much more real and natural. The fact that giving a "person" commands is probably easier and more intuitive than speaking into the empty space. " (P17, task: call) Some participants even noted that the human visualization creates a kind of (emotional) connection:
• "Very humanoid visualization, somehow creates something like connection ... " (P2, task: SMS) • "Familiar type of visualization (human) makes it easy to connect to the speech assistant. " (P5, task: call) • "I had a caregiver I talked to. " (P6, task: call) • "The visualization is interesting because one imagines that a kind of butler does a job for a person and that this person is human. " (P12, task: SMS) • "Seeing a person to speak to helps a lot to feel comfortable and to feel understood. " (P14, task: weather)
What decreased the quality of the simplified versus the realistic humanoid? Participants stated the appearance of the simplified visualization was distracting and unpleasant:
• "The visual style was very distracting and in some way made the whole process of the interaction with the assistant very unpleasant. I did not want to keep looking at the speech assistant. " (P5, task: call) • "Perhaps another way of visualizing the less dynamic one is easier for communication, since one is distracted by the bright colors and the animation. " (P17, task: call)
The humanoid representation lacked realism and was found to be too technical:
• "Gradient has distracted, overall it was too human-like, but then no real human" (P6, task: call), • "The technical appearance has a negative effect on me. " (P6, task: weather).
What decreased the quality of the invisible agent versus the realistic humanoid? The missing embodiment of the agent triggered a feeling of social isolation and being in an unsocial or unpleasant situation:
• "Especially due to the contrast of the humanoid voice assistant shown before, this seems extremely odd and empty when there is no visualization. Without it [the human avatar, t.a.], it feels very isolated. " (P17, task:SMS), • "I feel more comfortable when generally speaking with something visible, because I have the feeling that a body I see is listening to me more than one I don't see" (P13, task: call), • "When I don't see anything or anyone, It's a bit unsocial. "
(P14, weather), • "The voice feels like it's a voice coming out of your head. This is unpleasant. " (P13, task: sms).
The absence of a non-visual communication, such as body language and gaze was missed as it was found harder and unpleasant to communicate with the agent and to interact with the system:
• "Only voice and tone of speech as a connection between participant and speech assistant. No other connection like body language. " (P5, task: call), • "for me the invisible interface didn't improve the interaction, there was no clear point to look at, and it was unclear where the voice came from spatially. As I am in a visual medium, I need visual feedback. " (P6, task: call).
Similar to the simplified humanoid, the invisible agent was found too technical:
• "really too technical compared to a visualized assistantalthough it's not true... " (P2, task: call).
When would an invisible agent be more useful? However, quantitative as well as qualitative data indicated a true benefit of a realistic rendered conversational agent, the absence of a visual appearance of the agent was also named as an advantage in some cases. There is no distraction from other visual information, which was in particular emphasized as an advantage in situations where full attention is required:
• "Certainly helpful if you have to focus on other visible things. " (P2, task: sms), • "It's amazing how weird it feels when you can't see, but then you concentrate more on the content." (P2, task: weather), • "No distraction from a visual component." (P5, task: call), • "I feel less distracted without a visualization. " (P7, task: call).
DISCUSSION
In this section, we discuss the results of our study and relate them to results from previous work. Afterwards we give design recommendations for agents in AR.
Advantages of a Realistic Humanoid Agent
Our qualitative data indicate that a realistic human design of the agent is perceived appealing and makes the interaction with the system a social and quasi-natural conversational experience. That is supported by the significantly higher perceived pragmatic qalities compared to the simplified and invisible agent, but also makes the realistic agent significantly more attractive than the simplified one. These results are in line with previous work on embodied agents done in other fields than AR. Both, Parise et al. [25] and Yee et al. [39] found as well that users prefer agents with humanlike representations of higher realism. Moreover, Wagner et al. [37] showed that embodied agents are perceived to be more sympathetic and likable than agents without embodiment, which also corresponds to our finding. From a pragmatic point of view, it seems desirable for users that agents have social cues. The interviews show that the lack of social cues was criticized for both the simplified and the invisible agent. Especially gaze was appreciated as communication and social connection support. This is in line with the results of Schrammel et al. [27] who found that the gaze direction of the agent was recognized, and also in line with the findings of Koda and Maes [14] who found that users were not distracted by the presence of a face or a facial expression. Moreover, these results show that users expect agents to behave socially, which is reflected, among other things, in eye contact. Gaze cues as an instrument of non-verbal communication and the lack of gaze for the simplified and invisible agent may also have contributed to a significantly lower rating of their pragmatic qalities. This, again, is consistent with prior research [2, 35, 36] who found that non-verbal communication benefits the interaction with the agent.
One benefit of seeing the lips of an agent might have positive effects, even though it has not been mentioned by our participants. Research in the field of audio-visual speech perception showed that the sight of the face of a talking person helps in understanding the spoken word [31] , and seeing the speaker's lips enables the listener to hear and thus to understand better [28] .
Disadvantages of a Simplified Humanoid Agent
In general, the simplified agent was perceived to be disturbing and not very appealing. Research on negative emotions caused through character design could lead to the assumption that a hyper-realistic character can have an uncanny effect rather than a stylized character [33] . In our study the stylized version was perceived unpleasant, which means that (1) the realistic humanoid does not fall into the Uncanny Valley and (2) that the simplified humanoid is simply neither appealing nor nice.
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Thus, it seems as if the missing rendered eyes are key in knowing whom an agent is talking to and for creating a sort of social connection and enjoyable communication situation.
Disadvantages of an Invisible Humanoid Agent
However, current speech assistants do not have a visual representation and are invisible (except for the physical device that embeds the hardware). Our results show that the invisible visualization led to a significantly lower score in pragmatic qalities compared to the human agent. As participants highlighted the value of visual cues in communication, such as gaze, the absence of visual cues can explain the decreased pragmatic quality.
Advantages of an Invisible Humanoid Agent
However, even though the quantitative results indicate that an invisible agent lowers usability, the qualitative feedback gave interesting insights into possible use cases when an invisible agent might be better than a visible one.
For tasks and activities where visual attention is important, a visible agent can be perceived as a distraction. Therefore, it is not desirable to use an agent in such cases when the focus is required for other tasks, may it be driving a car, pedestrian navigation, or storing bought items in the fridge.
While most of our findings confirm previous work identifying the favor of realistically rendered humanoid agents (versus simplified or invisible ones), we can learn from our qualitative feedback that such preference clearly depends on the situation, context, and cognitive, in particular visually, demanding primary task.
Design Recommendations
For the design of embodied conversational agents in AR, we recommend a richly detailed and textured humanoid representation if the primary task is to communicate with the agent. Then, we highly recommend the implementation of social cues, such as turning the agent in the direction of the user and following the user with the eyes of the agent when the user moves. We recommend to carefully design such behavior with high degree of realism, being aware that photo-realism may cause uncanny emotions.
When the user is mobile or busy with a primary task, making the agent invisible should seriously be taken into account.
Limitations
Even though a controlled study truly has the advantage to isolate a factor and to understand how the independent variables affect the dependent ones, such experiment design is always limited to a limited number of variations.
We tested three visualization types and three tasks, and both numbers limit our findings. The simplified visualization using a wire-frame rendering of the character is only one way to reduce the degree of detail of the realistic humanoid avatar. In terms of pragmatic quality, a different, perhaps more appealing design would probably have received a better rating of attractiveness. Also, the animation of the eyes would probably have led to a better evaluation of the attractiveness concerning the pragmatic quality. Participants were standing during the scenarios in which the tasks were solved. In mobile scenarios, for example, when walking, cycling, or driving, the pragmatic quality of the invisible agent most probably would have been rated much better. At least this is what our qualitative results suggest.
We showed female and male agents to avoid a gender bias on our results. We did not define gender as variable as otherwise, the study would have taken too long. Such investigation would be worth exploring in future work.
Hence, further research that compares different stylized agents would lead to a better understanding how to design simplified agents; and a study design with multitasks and cognitive demanding situations would help to better understand under which conditions a visible versus an invisible agent is appropriate.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we investigated how different realism levels of visual representation influence the usability of intelligent conversational agent on AR glasses. Results of a user study show that a realistic humanoid agent increases the pragmatic qualities compared to a simplified version and an invisible agent, and that our realistic rendered agent was perceived to be more attractive than its simplified version. While these results can be generalized for conversational tasks solved when standing, we also found that in situations when the environment or situation required the visual attention of the user, an invisible agent can be more appropriate.
Through these design recommendation, we hope to help researchers and practitioners to design and develop better, useful, and adaptive embodied conversational agents for future Augmented and Mixed Reality.
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